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Abstract

This study is an evaluation of the use and supply of compressed air, which is one of the most expensive energy sources in manufacturing, at Ford Motor Company's Livonia (Mich.) Transmission Plant. The aim of the study is to make recommendations to improve environmental and economic efficiency in future facilities. This paper presents a quantitative analysis of three compressed air supply patterns—plant air, point of use (POU), and local generation—as alternatives for future compressed air usage. Environmental Value systems (EnVS) tools are employed to analyze the economic and environmental performance of the three alternative supply patterns by using cost of ownership and environmental impact matrices. The results favor local generation over the other two alternatives in terms of economic and environmental considerations.
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Introduction

Background

Compressed air is regarded as the fourth utility, after electricity, natural gas, and water, in facilitating production activities. In manufacturing plants, compressed air is widely used for such operations as actuating, cleaning, cooling, drying parts, and removing metal chips (Sweeney 2002). However, the cost of compressed air production is one of the most expensive and least-understood processes in a manufacturing facility (Risi 1995). The cost of electric power used to operate an air compressor continuously for a year (about 8,200 h) is usually greater than the initial price of the equipment (Kaya et al. 2002). Per million British Thermal Units of energy delivered, compressed air is more expensive than the other three utilities, as shown in Figure 1.

Besides cost issues, compressed air production consumes huge amount of energies. It is estimated that about 3% to 9% of total energy consumed in US in 1997 was for air compression in manufacturing (Curtner et al. 1997). The consumed energy directly or indirectly contributes to large amounts of facility CO₂ emissions per vehicle built from automotive manufacturing facilities, which in 2003 was 1.32 metric tons from Ford Motor Company (2005) and 2.35 metric tons from General Motors Corporation (2004).

Compressed Air in Automotive Manufacturing

Compressed air is used relatively indiscriminately in automotive manufacturing due to its ease of setup. There is no need for additional maintenance or spe-
cial machines; the task can be accomplished by adding piping. In addition, as a form of energy, compressed air represents no fire or explosion hazard; as the most natural of substances, it is clean and safe and regarded as totally “green” (Cox 1996).

At Ford Motor Company’s Livonia (Mich.) Transmission Plant, the compressed air system has been identified as a source of potential cost and environmental impact savings. Figure 2 illustrates the largest five compressed air consuming processes during transmission manufacturing, among which case and valve body machining are two processes that make particularly extensive use of compressed air. Together, they consume 56% of all compressed air used.

At Ford’s Livonia Transmission Plant, there are 24 Ex-Cell-O CNC milling machines used for case and valve body machining. In this project, quantitative analysis is conducted on the compressed air usage patterns for all of these 24 Ex-Cell-O machines.

The following three alternative supply patterns are considered, as shown in Figure 3:

1. **Plant Air**: the whole plant is supplied with compressed air from the air house, with pipelines spread out in the plant to provide compressed air to all facilities.
2. **Point-of-Use (POU)**: each machine is exclusively supplied by an independently installed air compressor.
3. **Local Generation**: a certain number of machines are grouped together and supplied by an air compressor.

### Alternative Usage Patterns

#### Plant Air

Plant air is the option currently being used at Ford’s Livonia Transmission Plant, although there are a number of problems with this supply option:

1. **Infrastructure Complexity**: A plant air system is very complicated, especially in large-scale use like that of Ford’s Livonia Transmission Plant. The complexity of the system not only brings challenges in layout and supply of the compressed air through the pipelines, but also creates high cost and difficulties in subsequent maintenance and operations.
2. **Low Efficiency**: The plant air system operates at low efficiency. Typically, less than 60% of the total compressed air consumed contributes directly to the goods and services for which production was intended (Foss 2002). While Ford’s Livonia Trans-
mission Plant operates at greater than average efficiency of 72% usage for real operations, further improvements are still trying to be made. Leaks are a major problem in plant air supply. They can occur anywhere along the pipeline, especially at interfaces and connectors of supply lines such as couplings, fittings, filters, regulators, valves, and thread sealants. Eliminating leaks entirely is not feasible, and the system infrastructure often makes ongoing repair costly and difficult.

(3) **Energy Storage:** The compressed air system works as a power source to the production facilities. Pressure is difficult to store due to inevitable leakage and limited storage space efficiency.

(4) **Excess Supply:** Stable air pressure is critical for the practical operation of production facilities. Further, the supply system must be able to meet maximum demand at all times. These demands require that excess compressed air be provided for the system, which not only consumes more energy than needed but also increases equipment wear and causes reduced equipment life and higher maintenance cost.

(5) **High Cost:** With the large amount of compressed air consumed daily for various operations at Ford’s Livonia Transmission Plant, the total cost may be reduced by using other supply patterns.

For convenience, the subsequent comparison and evaluation of other two usage patterns are performed in comparison to plant air supply.

**Point of Use (POU)**

It is hypothesized that there is potential for further improvements in distributed compressed air generation, following trends in utilities generation moving from large-scale generation systems to high-efficiency point-of-use systems.

Ford envisions POU generation of compressed air in the future as a means to improve environmental image by eliminating the stacks common to plant power houses. The air compressor subject to analysis for the POU option is a Kaeser compressor, with data and information collected from its local supplier in Michigan. Information regarding the Kaeser compressor for the POU option is provided in Table 1.

**Local Generation**

Local generation is to group certain number of CNC machines together to be supplied by one air compressor. The advantage of this pattern is elimination of the problematic long, complicated pipelines in the plant air supply pattern, accordingly making the system easy and convenient in control and maintenance. In this project, local generation is analyzed in six options, namely LG1 through LG6, according to the number of CNC machines a single compressor is able to supply. The air compressors for the six local generation options are also from Kaeser, as listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POU Air Compressor Specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Generation Air Compressor Specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EnVS Analysis

Environmental Value systems (EnVS), developed at University of California–Berkeley, is an analytical tool to aid decision making through evaluation of the economic and environmental performance of manufacturing processes/products (Thurwachter 2000; Krishnan and Ayyagar 2002; Krishnan 2003). In this particular study, EnVS was configured to compare various solutions for compressed air generation using cost of ownership (CoO) and environmental impact matrices. The EnVS framework accounts for all of the controllable variables that affect outputs and is also equipped to perform sensitivity analysis on those variables.

EnVS analysis is divided into several stages, represented as a series of worksheets in an Excel document. Process identification, the first step, is the analysis of the demand side of requirements for compressed air in various components of the 24 Ex-Cell-O machines. The step following is the collection of the performance specifications of the supply side of compressed air. These are primarily the compressor characteristics, including energy and load efficiency. Facility information is obtained and utilized to perform the complete CoO study.

The problem is set up to perform the study for listed alternatives. The data obtained from various sources were entered into the EnVS and the results are presented in the following sections. A functional unit of cents or kilowatt-hours per 1,000 cubic feet of air was chosen to conform to industry standards.

Cost Estimate

The CoO study is a complete economic analysis of the two alternative usage patterns, to compare their cost of ownership with that of plant air in supplying the Ex-Cell-O machines. The costs considered are depreciable costs, setup costs, and annual costs for operation of the equipment annually. Depreciable costs are equipment cost divided by equipment life; setup costs include those for installation, transportation, and engineer training; annual costs include those for electricity, space consumed on the factory floor, maintenance, and some consumables.

For each alternative:

\[
CoO = \frac{(C_1 + C_2 + C_3) \times M \times 100}{A \times N} \times 1000 \text{ in cents/1000 ft}^3
\]  

where

- **Depreciable cost:**
  \[
  C_1 = \frac{D}{Y} \text{ $/year}
  \]
  
  \[
  D: \text{ equipment cost, $}
  \]
  \[
  Y: \text{ equipment life, years}
  \]

- **Setup cost:**
  \[
  C_2 = I + T + \sum P \times F \text{ $ in first year}
  \]
  
  \[
  I: \text{ installation fee, $}
  \]
  \[
  T: \text{ transportation fee, $}
  \]
  \[
  P: \text{ number of people to be trained}
  \]
  \[
  F: \text{ training fee for each person, $}
  \]

- **Annual cost:**
  \[
  C_3 = S \times R_s + E \times R_e + \sum O + H \times R_m \text{ $/year}
  \]
  
  \[
  S: \text{ footprint for the equipment, ft}^2
  \]
  \[
  R_s: \text{ footprint cost rate, $/ft}^2/\text{year}
  \]
  \[
  E: \text{ electricity consumed, KWH/year}
  \]
  \[
  R_e: \text{ electricity rate, $/KWH}
  \]
  \[
  O: \text{ cost of various consumables, $}
  \]
  \[
  H: \text{ downtime, hours}
  \]
  \[
  R_m: \text{ maintenance cost, $/hour}
  \]
  \[
  M: \text{ number of air compressors needed to supply all 24 Ex-Cell-O CNC machines}
  \]
  \[
  A: \text{ total amount of compressed air consumed by all 24 Ex-Cell-O machines, ft}^3/\text{year}
  \]
  \[
  N: \text{ total number of Ex-Cell-O CNC machines}
  \]

In the numerical analysis, Eq. (1) is used to calculate CoO in cents per 1,000 ft$^3$ for POU and local generations based on data shown in Table 3. Meanwhile, CoO for plant air, at a rate of 24 cents per 1,000 ft$^3$, is collected directly from Ford’s Livonia Transmission Plant. Data used for CoO calculations are listed in Table 3.

For the CoO result, the collected plant air supply data reflects losses due to leaks in the pipelines, while POU and local generation compressor specs do not. Here it is assumed that there are negligible losses in POU and local generations because of short connections and fewer interfaces in the two applications.

Compressors used for both POU and local generation are assumed to have an operational life of five years, which is one third or one quarter of their designed life. Accordingly, a higher reliability and better working performance could be ensured. The
calculated CoO results for the first year are shown in Table 4 and plotted in Figure 4.

The POU generation is the most expensive solution in terms of the costs associated with generating 1,000 cubic feet of air. It is five times more expensive than plant air. The primary cost drivers for POU system are the original equipment and setup costs. The costs associated with generating 1,000 cubic feet of compressed air through local generation are very much comparable to the current operational cost from the plant air supply pattern even in the first year. With the setup cost removed from above CoO calculations, the follow-on operational cost of the local generation option could be lower than that of plant air supply, as shown in Figure 5.

The operation cost comes down after the first year of operation, as there are many one-time costs such as installation, transportation, and training. There is a nearly 40% drop in total costs of POU supply following the stage of initial investment, while the cost drops for plant air and local generations are not that significant. As a demonstration, the operational costs are calculated with a 4% inflation rate assumed for the follow-on years, as shown in Table 5.
Figure 6 shows that operation costs associated with generating 1,000 cubic feet of compressed air are very high for POU, while the operation costs are comparable between plant air and local generations. The yearly operational cost of LG4 and LG6 are even a little bit lower than that of plant air in a five-year running period.

By the calculations, taking the LG4 option instead of plant air could save an average of $2,031 each year on the 24 CNC machines, while the LG6 option could save an average of $3,273 each year for all of these CNC machines.

Environmental Impact Analysis

Environmental impact assessment is complicated due to the amount of data necessary for performing a complete analysis. However, it was clear that the energy used for generation during regular operation has the most serious environmental impact compared to compressor use or end of life. Energy required for producing 1,000 cubic feet of air was used for comparing the relative environmental impact of each system.

\[
\text{Energy} = \frac{HP \times H \times T\% \times F\% \times L \times 0.746}{M_E \times A} \times 1000
\]

where

- \(HP\): motor horsepower
- \(H\): operating hours per year
- \(T\%\): percent of time running at load level
- \(F\%\): percent of full load
- \(L\): load factor
- \(M_E\): motor efficiency
- \(A\): total amount of compressed air consumed by all CNC machines
- 0.746: horsepower-to-KWH coefficient

The collected data on POU and local generations are plugged into Eq. (2) to calculate the energy consumption of each option, in KWH/1,000 ft\(^3\), to compare with energy consumption data of plant air, which is directly collected from Ford’s Livonia Transmission Plant. The results are shown in Table 6 and plotted in Figure 7.

Energy required for producing 1,000 cubic feet of air was used for comparing the relative environmental impact of each system. Plant air consumes the most energy among these options, with POU performing only slightly better, which is due to POU operated in a more efficient way. When compared, local generation is the best solution in terms of energy conservation.

From calculations, taking LG4 instead of plant air can save 95,764 KWH each year from the total 24 Ex-Cell-O CNC machines.

Conclusion

Compressed air is one of the most expensive energy sources in
manufacturing. This paper presents a quantitative analysis on three compressed air supply patterns—plant air, point of use (POU), and local generation—as alternatives for future compressed air usage.

The Cost-of-Ownership and energy use analysis are performed on the three alternatives supplying the 24 Ex-Cell-O CNC milling machines at Ford’s Livonia Transmission Plant.

The quantitative analysis favors local generation for cost consideration and energy efficiency. Employment of local generation instead of plant air could potentially save $2,000–$3,200 dollars and 95,000 KWH each year on the Ex-Cell-O CNC milling machines at Ford’s Livonia Transmission Plant. Meanwhile, local generation offers numerous advantages over plant air in regard to reliability, simplicity, leakage prevention, and flexibility. Local generation is supplied by relatively short pipelines, which may lead to a significant reduction of losses due to leaks. Extra local compressors may be connected to the Ex-Cell-O machines in parallel, which automatically builds a great deal of redundancy into the system. Furthermore, the scale of local generation compressors enables greater flexibility as machines and processes change.
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